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Humans accurately classify images of real-world scenes following very brief exposure durations (Potter &
Levy, 1969; Thorpe, Fize, Marlot, et al., 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001). However, the mechanisms and fea-
tures used by the brain for this task are not well understood. Walther et al. (2011) showed that line drawings
of such real world scenes capture the essential structural information required for rapid scene classification.
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Figure 1. Categorization performance. Participants
performed best with intact scenes (65.8%). Partic-
ipants had moderate performance with symmetric
scenes (49.7%), and worst performance with asym-
metric scenes (38.2%). Performance was signifi-
cantly better in the symmetric condition than asym-
metric condition (t = 5.2, d f = 11, p = 0.0003).

Gestalt psychologists have long argued for symmetry as a
grouping principle for object detection and recognition. Here
we demonstrate its importance for scene categorization in
human vision.

We made use of a novel method for measuring local sym-
metry in a line drawing of a natural scene in order to assign
each contour pixel a symmetry rating. For each scene in our
data set, all contour pixels were ranked according to their
symmetry rating and the top half were used to create a sym-
metric binary image, while the remaining ones were used to
create an asymmetric binary image. These two images con-
tained no overlap, and when combined resulted in the original
intact line drawing. On each trial one line drawing (either in-
tact, symmetric, or asymmetric) was briefly presented (53ms)
and was followed by a perceptual mask. Observers then cat-
egorized the scene into one of six scene categories (beaches,
forests, mountains, city streets, highways, offices). The cate-
gorization accuracy of observers was significantly higher for
the 50% more symmetric contours (49.7%) than for the 50%
less symmetric ones (38.2%). Our results demonstrate that in
addition to its role in object detection and recognition, sym-
metry appears to be crucial for the perception of complex
real-world scenes by humans.
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Figure 2. Confusion matrices (averaged across observers). The rows represent the true scene category, and the
columns represent the human response. Good performance results in large values on the diagonal; errors result in
larger values off the diagonal. For example, intact scenes have a strong diagonal as performance was highest in that
condition. In order to see how similar the errors are between conditions we compute the correlation between the off
diagonal elements of the confusion matrix. The intact and symmetric errors have the largest correlation (r = 0.76).
The correlation between the intact and asymmetric was slightly smaller (r = 0.6).
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